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Photos by Glori Berry unless otherwise noted.
(DW = Diane Winn)
Case # 875-876
2 Eastern Bluebirds
Admitted 7/28
3
Species Profile
Eastern Bluebirds are small thrushes found in North 
America from Ontario west to Arizona. On the east 
coast, they winter at least as far north as Cape Cod.
Feathers of males are brilliant blues contrasting 
with orange on the flanks, breast and throat.  Females’ 
colors are not as bright; their blues are blue-gray, and 
their oranges more pale.  Juveniles have spotted 
breasts.
Bluebirds nest in cavities, for which other species 
may successfully compete.  Conservation efforts 
beginning in the 1930s popularized bluebird nest boxes 
and bluebird “trails” (a series of nest boxes).  
4
Case History and Notes
Both parents had disappeared from a nest box 
containing four eggs, two of which hatched on 7/27. 
The woman monitoring the box, Esther, collected the 
new hatchlings and kept them warm overnight.  The 
next day, the hatchlings and the eggs were brought 
here.
The eggs were cold on arrival, but were placed in an 
incubator, and one of them hatched the next day.  
Sadly, the third chick was very weak and lived only a 
few days.  The fourth egg did not hatch. 
However, the first two youngsters survived . . . and 
thrived!
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7/29:  The new hatchling 
is at the upper right.
8/4:  The little hatchling has not 
survived, and the remaining egg is 
not viable.  But the two older birds 
are growing fast!
DW
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8/4, cont’d.  They are fed a 
nestling formula and insects.  
The birds are weighed daily.
8
8/4, contd.  Feather tracts are appearing on the body, 
and the eyes are starting to open.
9
8/8:  Their eyes are fully open, and their feathers  
continue to emerge.
DW
DW
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8/13 (left):  their spotted breast 
feathers are well-developed.
8/18 (below):  Their blue wing 
feathers are in!  They still have 
the bright mouth colors of 
youngsters.
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8/25 and 8/27:  More blue is showing, as is the orange 
on the breast and back.
12
8/30:  They are active and 
restless in a flight cage.
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We had stayed in contact with Esther, who continued 
to see bluebirds on her property.  On 8/28 and 29, she  
saw at least three juveniles plus an adult male at her 
birdbath.  We decided to release our birds sooner 
rather than later, to maximize chances of a reunion.
The birds were released on 8/30 on Esther’s 
property. They flew off toward the apple trees that 
had been a favorite bluebird hang-out.  Esther heard 
calls, and thought she saw them later that day.
On 9/8, she e-mailed to say there had been a small 
flock at the bath and at the mealworm feeder.  
Although impossible to be sure, we all believed that the 
two youngsters had joined their relatives.
Outcome
Case # 856-858  
Admitted 7/26  
3 Chimney Swifts
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Species Profile
Chimney Swifts breed throughout eastern North 
America; they winter in the Amazon basin area of 
South America. Their common name refers to their use 
of chimneys for roosting and nesting.   
Among the most aerial of birds, swifts are typically 
seen only at dawn or dusk, as they leave or enter their 
roosting chimney.  From a distance, their profile 
resembles a “flying cigar.”  They feed exclusively on 
flying insects.
Nests are made of small twigs held together with a 
seasonally-enhanced sticky saliva that also “glues” the 
nest to an inside chimney wall.  Heavy rains may 
dislodge the nest, which, along with its contents, may 
land in a fireplace or clean-out.
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Case History and Notes
Swifts # 856, 857 and 858 were found in a 
fireplace, along with their nest and one dead sibling.
The feet of swifts are adapted for clinging to 
vertical surfaces; they do not walk or even perch.
Older youngsters from a fallen 
nest (such as this one) may often be 
placed on a lower part of the inside 
chimney wall.  From there, they can 
climb to a higher location where 
they will be tended by their parents.  
However, these birds still had closed eyes, and were 
too young to climb up to safety.
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Chimney Swifts hatch 
with no down at all; 
feather tracts appear 
within a few days 
(archive photos).
Pin feathers developing all over the body give young 
nestlings a “porcupine” appearance.  The birds admitted 
on 7/26 were 8-10 days old.
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8/4
Only one week 
later, their body 
feathers have 
matured, and the 
birds are able to 
cling to vertical 
surfaces. 
19
Only a few pin feathers remain on the face.
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8/11:  Syringe Feeding
8/7:  Before clutches are combined, the birds are 
banded so that we can keep track of who’s who.  Those 
bands will be removed when the birds are ready for 
release.  This clutch will wear white bands.
21
Swifts are highly social; 
here, they group together 
with birds from other 
clutches as they cling to a 
vertical surface.
No, we don’t know which 
birds are 856-858!
22
Their very long wings make them 
championship fliers.  These birds 
are clinging to netting on the 
walls of their flight cage.
23
Some mug shots . . .
24
Because they clump so 
closely together, swifts’ 
feathers may become 
soiled.  We routinely give 
our swifts a sponge bath 
and a blow-dry the day 
before release.
25
Outcome
Ideally, swifts are released into a communal roost 
occupied by more than one family.  But as their 
populations have declined, communal roosts have 
become more difficult to locate in central Maine.
Swifts begin their migration from our area around 
the third week in August.  By the time this clutch was 
ready for release, the Belfast roost at which we had 
already released two groups had been abandoned.  
Thanks to a network of swift scouts, we located one in 
Brunswick that was still active on 8/17.  These birds 
were released there on 8/18.  
We were not able to photograph the Brunswick 
release, but the next slide shows the previous release 
in Belfast.
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Photos by Terry Heitz
The last bird  has 
just flown out of 
the carrier.
Case # 248
Admitted 5/27
Common Raven
27
Species Profile
Common Ravens are found year-round in many parts 
of North and Central America. 
They are predators and scavengers, consuming a 
wide variety of foods.
Juvenile ravens resemble adults,                         
but in contrast to the dark eyes                              
and mouth color of adults,                  youngsters  
have blue eyes and red mouths.
Common Ravens and American Crows are similar in 
overall color and shape, but are not the same species, 
and differ in several ways (see next slide).
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The beak of a raven (top)  
is heavier and more chisel-
shaped than that of a crow 
(bottom).   Both of the 
birds in these photos are 
juveniles.
If calls are heard, the 
gutteral croak of a raven is 
harsher and lower-pitched 
than the “caw” of a crow.
Ravens are about twice the size of crows.
Seen overhead in flight, ravens have a wedge-shaped 
tail, in contrast to the fan-shaped tail of crows. 
Sidebar:  Ravens vs. Crows
This juvenile raven was chased down on a golf 
course in Enfield, unable to fly. The loss of flight 
seemed related to a stick protruding from the bird’s 
back! The bird spent the night with volunteers in that 
area, then traveled by relay here the next morning. 
Our intake examination revealed the other end of 
the stick coming through the underside of the wing. 
Remarkably, the wing bones were intact. There were 
also some puncture wounds along both legs, with the 
ankle joints swollen and scraped.
It was hard to imagine a cause for the injuries; 
perhaps the bird was pierced by a branch in a tumble 
from the nest, then was attacked by a predator.
Case History and Notes
30
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5/27:  Bird is in 
transport box.
Intake
One end of the stick protrudes from 
the bird’s back, and the other end 
from the underside of wing area.
DW
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The stick is trimmed 
for easier removal . . . 
. . . and it’s out!
DW
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The ankle wound 
is examined and 
cleaned.
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6/9:  The stick punctures 
have healed nicely, and a good 
scab has formed on the ankle 
wound.
DW
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6/21 – 6/23  The bird is just 
starting to attempt flight, 
and those first attempts are 
clumsy.  He can barely get 
off the ground.
By the end of June, we 
feared that the stick had 
caused nerve or muscle 
damage that would not 
recover.
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It was not until the middle 
of July that the bird could 
make high perches, and we 
began to hope for a full 
recovery of flight.
37
Up High 
in August.
Shaking Feathers
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Outcome
It was a long but full recovery of flight.  Early in 
August, we moved the bird into our raptor compound 
flyway, where he had opportunities to fly hundreds 
of feet in the flyway’s continuous loop. There, he 
proved that the stick injuries had completely healed.  
His left ankle 
remained somewhat 
swollen, but the wound 
had healed, and he used 
the leg normally, without 
even the slightest limp.
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Ravens are highly social; 
individual family groups may break 
up in late summer, but communal 
roosts often have family members 
among them.  Whenever possible, 
we return juvenile ravens to their 
original location.
Outcome, cont’d.
Our Enfield friends took the 
“stick raven” back home for release 
on 8/11.  These photos show the 
bird’s capture in the flight cage, 
before he was placed in the carrier 
for travel.
Case #s 977-980 
4 Northern Mockingbirds
Admitted 8/12
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Species Profile
Mockingbirds are found year-round throughout 
North America.
As their common name suggests, mockingbirds are 
expert mimics that imitate the calls of many birds as 
well as other sounds. 
They also have extensive repertoires of their own 
songs, which may number more than 100.  Young begin 
quiet singing when they are 1-2 months old.
Natural foods are about half insects (and other 
arthropods) and half fruits.
Nests are usually built in shrubs and trees.
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Case History and Notes
These nestlings had been kept for a week or more by 
a family that fed them hamburger and cream.  
Birds are not mammals; all birds are lactose-
intolerant, and cannot digest milk products. Hamburger 
contains large amounts of phosphorus with very little 
calcium.  
To support a nestling’s rapid bone growth, the ratio 
of dietary Ca to P should be about 2:1. The ratio for 
hamburger is roughly 1:16. As a result of a severe Ca 
deficiency, these birds had metabolic bone disease, 
with their leg bones soft and deformed.  Two could not 
stand at all, and a third could use only one leg.
In addition, they were all extremely dirty, with dried 
food covering their faces and body feathers.
42
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Appearance 
on Intake
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For comparison, the mockingbird on the right is one 
we had raised here.
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8/13:  Getting their first bath.
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8/16:  We have put the birds on an appropriate diet 
that includes generous calcium supplements.  The birds 
are cleaner, but two of the four still cannot stand.  We 
have put leg braces on the bird shown below and to the 
upper right in the previous slide.  It would be another 
week before we saw significant improvement.
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On 8/23, the bird shown in the previous slide stood for 
the first time.
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8/25  The birds have been upgraded from a small 
netted enclosure to  a “mini-flight” cage where they 
can hop from perch to perch and fly short distances.
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They bathe and preen frequently. . . 
50
. . . and may 
sometimes be 
seen doing Yoga 
stretches . . .  
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. . . or even acrobatics.
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8/30  They are now in a 
medium-size outdoor flight 
cage, where they continue 
to stretch, preen,  . . .   
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. . . preen some more . . .
54
. . . scratch,  
relax . . .
55
. . . and FLY!!
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The birds were moved from the medium-size flight 
cage to a large one on 9/5. There, they spent about a 
week in their final flight conditioning.  
The habitat at Avian Haven is fine for mockingbirds; 
we had released previous clutches here on 8/11 and 
8/20.
On 9/11, we took the birds of this story from the 
flight cage to a fruit-bearing honeysuckle not far from 
the cage, and let them go. They were out of the carrying 
cage so quickly that we could not get a photo!  
We heard them talking throughout the day, and saw 
one late that afternoon.  But by the next day, they were 
not to be found, having finally and luckily become the 
healthy wild birds they were meant to be.
Outcome
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That’s it for this issue!
Look for our next 
issue in January.
To support Avian Haven with a 
financial contribution, click on the 
PayPal or credit card icon at the 
bottom of our home page.              
(Thank you!)
To see more photos by          
Glori Berry, visit 
http://www.gloriberry.com/pics
Diane & Marc
